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IIX and having obtained the II‘ :, toolkit. Reading parts of the book is recommended 
to a wider audience-as explained before. 
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Object-Oriented Analysis. By Peter Coad and Edward Yourdon. Prentice-Hall, Hemel 
llempstead, United Kingdom, 1989, Price E31.90 (hardback), ISBN O-13- 
629 122-8. 
The theme of this book is that traditional methods of requirements analysis- 
functional decomposition, de Marco and Gane and Sarson dataflow diagrams, and 
information modelling-have failed. An object-oriented approach is better. The 
book describes the authors’ technique: object-oriented analysis (OOA). It also 
contains chapters on CASE :ools foi OOA and on the transition from analysis to 
design. and two appendices: one recapitulates the key points of OOA, and the other 
discusses how to map OOA to DOD Std 2l67A. 
Object-Oriented Ana!mis has five major steps: identifying Objects; identifying 
Structures; defining Subjects; ,;fining Attributes; and defining Services. Here an 
Object is a type or class; a Structure is a classification structure (type hierarchy) or 
assembly structure; a Subject is a grouping of Structures and Objects for ease of 
understanding; an Attribute is a data element used to describe an instance of an 
Object; and a Service is the processing to be performed by an instance of an Object 
on receipt of a message. The resulting model is then presented and reviewed in five 
major “layers”: Subject, Object, Wucture, Attri4ute, and Service. 
All of these notions, except Subject, are taken directly from object-oriented 
programming in the Smalltalk style, and the second chapter of the book, “Experienc- 
ing an Object Perspective** contains a brief and superficial account of Smalltalk. 
Unfortunately, everything in the book is brief and superficial. The explanations 
raise more questions than they answer; the sample problems are treated in a very 
perfunctory manner, and leave the reader puzzled and frustrated. The illustrative 
examples do not disperse the resulting haze. For example, services are specified 
using “shall” (an observable requirement), “will” (something that v! tfl hsppen but 
is not under control of the system), and the present &etlae (tn all other ca;%:s): but 
the examples given do not seem to follow this rule and contain n”3 %&ration of 
the use of the present ense. 
The superficiality of content is reflected in the writing style. The first sentence of 
Chapter 1 is: “Systems analysis exhilarates and aggravates those who fall prey to 
its sfren song.” The Iasi sentence of the final appendix is: “Guard against letting 
the paperwork drive (and potentially overrun) the so very much needed strong 
engineering achievements” [sic J. 
1 do not recommend this book. 
M. JACKSON 
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University of Chicago Press, London, United Kingdom, 1987, Price E23.25 
(cloth). Price El I.25 (paperbacks, ISB o-937073- 18-O. 
Natural Language beessing in LISP. By G. Gazdar and C_ Hellish. Addison-Wesley, 
London, United Kingdom. 1989, Price fl7.9S (hardback). ISBN 0-201~17S25-7. 
Natural Language &Rocessing in Pkofog. By G. Gazdar and C. Hellish. Addison- 
Wesley, London, L?nited Kindom. 1989+ Price E 16.95 (hardback), ISB 
18053-7. 
Natura; Language Processing in POP-1 1. By G. Gazdar and C. Hellish. Addison- 
Wesley, London, United Kingdom, 1989, Price X16.95 (hardback), ISBN O-201- 
17448-O. 
4h+zse books meet a real need in the textbook market from opposite directions: 
Pcreira and Shieber set out to teach Prolog programming to reasonably experienced 
linguists, Gazdar and Mellish to teach computational linguistics to experienced 
programmers in the principal AI languages. Both, on the whole, succeed. 
language processing is growing rapidly as a significant component in both under- 
graduate and graduate teaching, in departments of both Computer Science and 
Linguistics, and these are valuable, well-targeted teaching resources. 
Rolog and Natural-Language Analvsis grew out of ‘*a series of tutorials and 
classes introducing the programming language Prolog by way of example programs 
that apply it to the problem of natural-language analysis and processing” f p. vii). 
The students at these tutorials were primarily linguists; topics and techniques in 
Prolog are thus introduced in an order determined by a natural sequence of linguistic 
considerations. A limited subset, “database Prolog,” largely restricted to basic fai;:., 
and queries and simple recursion, is shown encoding phrase-stnActur”‘e tQ~+~- and 
semantic nets. An extension of this to “pure Prolog” brings in the concepts of 
unification, functors, lists, and the Definite Clause Grammar notation, which is used 
to develop the description of more complex syntactic and semantic phenomena. 
“Full Prolog,” including cuts and negation by failure, is used in a simple question- 
answering system. The final chapter explores meta-level issues such as the 
implementation of interpreters for a range of control strategies other than Prolog’s 
in-built exhaustive top-down backtracking. Small, generally clear example programs 
